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Diversity of national contexts: towards InRoad

Analysis demonstrated that:
• most countries have defined strategic priorities to some degree and level;

• these strategic priorities are taken into account when making decisions on the RIs’ national funding in
all countries;
• national roadmaps are in line with the chosen strategic priorities;
• only in some countries does a small part of the strategic RIs receive secure funding immediately after

their listing on the national roadmap
• sustainability and adequacy of funding remain important and unsolved issues in many countries
• Mixed funding systems are the most common (with thematic/sector specific vs open or bottom-up type
of calls)
https://www.scienceeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/SE_Infrastructures_SurveyReport_web_FIN.pdf

Diversity of national contexts: towards InRoad

Key messages and findings included, amongst others:
• Collaboration between different management authorities at the same level (whether national or regional)
was identified as an area for potential intervention;
• For medium-scale investments, international coordination of investments is rare;

• Need to differentiate between strategic decision making (need) and criteria for assessment
(quality)
• (many others > see SE report)
https://www.scienceeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/SE_Infrastructures_SurveyReport_web_FIN.pdf

Roadmapping and Research: a happy marriage?
• Roadmapping as ex-ante conditionality for Community Support Programme 2014-2020
• 8 countries published Roadmaps for first time after 2012
• many others were motivated to update the existing ones

• Main goals:
• Scientific, thematic and funding synergies between regional, national and European level
• guide and prioritise national and regional investments
• contribute to national and regional socio-economic goals / smart specialisation rationale
• Showcasing portfolio (particularly in smaller and peripheral countries)

Roadmapping and Research: a happy marriage?
• Roadmapping is usually funding oriented
• How do you define the “need” for the RI?
• Usually based on a specific scientific plan/agenda and concrete scientific goals (scientific
assessment)
• Contribution to socioeconomic goals (usually defined at national or regional level)
• Science is frontierless endeavour
• Hence, need for synergies and importance of roadmapping

• What is the added value of the funding at European level?
• Increase overall funding value
• Efficiency in allocation of resources (from the European level point of view)
• Collaboration (joint problem solving, complementarity to service both researchers and
industry, etc)

Roadmapping and Research: a happy marriage?
• Scientific gain: yes, but little disruption and constant fear of discontinuation
• Contribution to socioeconomic goals: real linkages very difficult to measure in general
• Increase overall funding value: risk of contributing to substitute national investment instead
• Efficiency in allocation: relative gain, specific cases
• Collaboration: major value added as indicated by most RIs

Major obstacles:
• Political cycles, discontinuity, scorched-earth policy
• Lack of autonomy of funding agencies
• Lack of sustainable funding for major RI owners
• (...)
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The Portuguese case: unfinished symphony
Characterisation of the Research Infrastructures in the Portuguese Roadmap: a
stakeholder perspective
40 Research Infrastructures composed by (participations):

70 higher education institutions (universities and polythechnics)
14 State Laboratories
13 Public Organisations (Municipalities, etc)
36 Research Laboratories
21 Research and Technology Organisations (RTOs) and S&T Parks

The European context
A rapidly evolving European landscape of Research Infrastructures:
 International organisations – ex. EIRO

 ESFRI projects & ERICs – EUR 15-16 billion worth of investment
 Estimated 1000 facilities of more than national relevance (MERIL)

A complex funding model:
 National funding
 Framework Programme for R&I – EUR 4,1 billion for the development and implementation of pan European
RIs (1,7 in FP7 and 2,4 in H2020)

 Development and cohesion funds – EUR 18,2 billion in the last two programming periods (11,6 in 20072013 and 6,6 in 2014-2020)

(EC Presentation by Jean David Malo, Bulgaria, March 2018)
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The European context
Universities of S&T infrastructures draft recommendations:
-

Need to ensure that the policy to funding pipeline is not one size fits all

-

Focus on evaluation of excellence of scientific agenda eliminates very big percentage of research
infrastructures that serve diverse research and industrial communities (e.g. nano labs), which is where
majority of multidisciplinary disruptive knowledge based innovation comes from. Who bears this cost?
Owner stakeholders/usually no base sustainable funding.

-

Reestablish culture of funder/infrastructure relationship: KPIs should be used not as cost or funding cutting
instruments but as constructive tools of research development capacity

-

decision to fund separated from implementation criteria.

Instead of quality control, focus on quality management.

The European context
Characterisation of ESFRI RIs (stakeholder
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Etc….

The ecosystem approach
Research & Innovation ecosystem approach
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Key messages
-

ensure (real) autonomy of funding agencies to guarantee continuity

-

Ensure long-term knowledge based innovation: find system integrator and ensure multiannual
sustainable funding for where market failures do really exist

-

98% of Research and Innovation Infrastructures are not large scale and will not be ESFRI RIs –
acknowledge role of key stakeholders (Universities, RTOs) and change pipeline of funding accordingly

Key messages
-

European initiatives should be designed to boost national and regional investments in research &
innovation – NOT to substitute it (calibrated and local-context sensitive top-ups, synergies, etc)

-

Instrument design and impact assessment frameworks related to distribution of resources MUST
strongly encourage inter-sectoral collaboration.

-

Ensure all funding programmes are focused on an ecosystems approach/collaboration between all actors
(do not fall on the supply side vs demand side trap) and sectors
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established in 1990
not-for-profit association under Belgian law (AISBL)
hosted at by KU Leuven in Kasteel van Arenberg
stands for scientific excellence in scientific engineering
education and research and promotion of innovation
acknowledged as main research stakeholder
organisation for ERA and OSPP
update strategy and amendment Articles of association in
2011
DECISION GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN OCTOBER 2015 TO
`ESTABLISH CESAER AS THE VOICE OF UNIVERSITIES OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN EUROPE`

OUR MISSION
We are a European association of leading specialised and
comprehensive universities of science & technology that:
champion excellence in higher education, training, research
and innovation; influence debate; contribute to the realisation
of open knowledge societies; and, deliver significant scientific,
economic, social and societal impact.
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sharing experiences, identifying best practice & providing
guidance
deploying task forces & committees
organising events, such as meetings, workshops & conferences
monitoring European policies & programmes & informing
Members about them
undertaking consultations & surveys amongst Members &
representing their collective interests
publishing press releases, input statements & papers
liaising with European institutions & other stakeholders
supporting Members’ communication activities in Europe &
beyond
liaising with Members & encouraging embedding of activities
within their institutions
improving functioning of Association

52 MEMBERS IN 26 COUNTRIES

MEMBER STRATEGY


Members must:
 have legal entity
 award doctorates
 provide excellent science & technology education based on

internationally recognised research & innovation
 play leading role in their region, their country & beyond


Members are encouraged to involve 4 different persons at
least 4 times
 membership remains focused & limited
 membership is by invitation only
 invitations are guided by capacity to add value to network:
 being outstanding universities of science & technology

 geographical coverage in countries where we are

underrepresented, particularly in France & United Kingdom
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Delft University of Technology
Karel Luyben (Rector Magnificus)
Ghent University
Rik Van de Walle (Rector)
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Holger Hanselka (President)
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Sigbritt Karlsson (Rector)
Instituto Superior Técnico
Arlindo Oliveira (President)
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Wayne Kaplan (Vice President Research)
University College Dublin
David FitzPatrick (College Principal)
University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest
Mihnea Costoiu (Rector)
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CentraleSupéléc
Marc Zolver (Vice President International Affairs)
Czech Technical University in Prague
Vojtěch Petráček (Rector)
ETH Zurich
Anders Hagström (Director Global Education Affairs)
Kaunas University of Technology
Jurgita Siugzdiniene (Vice Rector Studies)
Technical University of Madrid
Guillermo Cisneros Pérez (Rector Magnificus)
Warsaw University of Technology
‘Rajmund Bacewicz (Vice Rector Research)

OVERVIEW WORK PLAN 2018-2019

AIM & OVERACRCHING CONCEPTS
to sharpen distinctive profile as an action-based organisation
through:
1.

2.
3.

Acceleration is to increase pace of development in
providing added value and distinctiveness for our
Members with focus on furthering Member Engagement
Engagement is about having our influence amplified by
working more with academic and societal partners
Collaboration is glue that binds us together in terms of
closer co-operation and sharing, focusing on role of
universities in providing concerted & dynamic leadership,
better differentiating between strategic & operational
objectives of association

KEY MECHANISMS






IMAGINE S&T FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (KM1)
be more visible demonstrating our Members dynamism and
forward thinking approaches to S&T.; focus on leadership and
societal influence will help boost wider understanding of
importance of S&T in society in 21st century
ADDRESS KEY POLICY AREAS & DELIVER IMPACT (KM2)
speak with clear voice to influence (European) policy agenda,
highlighting concerns of Members, deliver strong messages
about future of European collaboration, contribution of our
Members to knowledge societies and achievement of UN SDGs
COLLABORATE WITH ACADEMIC & SOCIETAL PLAYERS ON COMMON
AGENDAS (KM3)
further our strategic cooperation with academic & societal
players on common agenda´s, such as learned societies and
other TU associations

KEY MECHANISMS


ADVOCACY IN NATIONAL, EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL FOR A (KM4)

further credibility and impact of association through more
pro-active agenda-setting and advocacy in national,
European and international fora


PROVIDE RESOURCES, MECHANISMS, TOOLS & TRAINING (KM5)

gather resources, mechanisms and tools and make these
accessible through workshops and training and within
´Member only section´ of new ‘Knowledge Base’


DEVELOP EVIDENCE BASE (KM6)

knowing how and what to measure, and developing a
persuasive evidence base, is central; re-inforce work on
(alternative) metrics that better recognise the
achievements and impact of universities of S&T and focus
on evaluation
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